HAMILTON
GARDENS
A partir de $271,990
CONFIRA NO SITE

PLANTAS
Atualmente as seguintes plantas estão disponíveis para venda.
Quartos

Banheiros

Garagens

Sqft

A partir de

Townhomes

3

2.5

2

1,582

$271,990

Haydn

Townhomes

3

2.5

2

1,772

$291,990

Dawson

Bungalow

3+

2.5+

2

1.880

$319,990

Hutchinson

Bungalow

3+

2.5

2

2,138

$335,990

Brookfield

Single-Family

3

2

2

2,058

$361,990

Rochelle

Single-Family

3+

2.5+

2

2,890

$399,990

Winterset

Single-Family

4+

3.5+

3

3,136

$420,990

Planta

Tipo

Chopin

Informamos que os valores listados acima podem são alterados com frequência pelas construtoras e podem estar
desatualizados. Entre em contato conosco para confirmar se os valores correspondem aos atuais praticados pela construtora.

MUDANÇAS ESTRUTURAIS
Em praticamente todas as plantas, de todas as construtoras, é possível
fazer mudanças estruturais na planta para que ela se ajuste
melhor à sua necessidade.

Caso uma planta agrade mas você acha que poderia ter um banheiro a mais ou um quarto a
mais, entre em contato conosco e comente a respeito. Iremos verificar quais mudanças
estruturais são possíveis para a planta que você deseja.

IMPLANTAÇÃO

IMAGENS

CHOPIN

CHOPIN

CHOPIN
TOWNHOME

UPPER LEVEL

UPPER LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
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HAYDN

HAYDN
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MAIN LEVEL
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ELEVATION C

DAWSON

ELEVATION D

ELEVATION A

DAWSON
BUNGALOW

MAIN LEVEL

UPPER LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
clarification of features. Not all features are shown. Please ask our Sales and Marketing Representative for complete information.
License No. CBC1257565
Elevations shown are artist’s concepts. Floor plans may vary per elevation. Ryan Homes reserves the right to make changes without notice or prior obligation.
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HUTCHINSON

ELEVATION C

ELEVATION A

HUTCHINSON
BUNGALOW

ELEVATION B

MAIN LEVEL

UPPER LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
clarification of features. Not all features are shown. Please ask our Sales and Marketing Representative for complete information.
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Elevations shown are artist’s concepts. Floor plans may vary per elevation. Ryan Homes reserves the right to make changes without notice or prior obligation.
License No. CBC1257565

BROOKFI

ELEVATION A

BROOKFIELD
SINGLE-FAMILY

MAIN LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
clarification of features. Not all features are shown. Please ask our Sales and Marketing Representative for complete information.
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Elevations shown are artist’s concepts. Floor plans may vary per elevation. Ryan Homes reserves the right to make changes without notice or prior obligation.
License No. CBC1257565

ROCHELLE

ELEVATION B W/ OPT. BONUS ROOM

ROCHELLE
SINGLE-FAMILY

UPPER LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
clarification of features. Not all features are shown. Please ask our Sales and Marketing Representative for complete information.
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Elevations shown are artist’s concepts. Floor plans may vary per elevation. Ryan Homes reserves the right to make changes without notice or prior obligation.
License No. CBC1257565

WINTERSET

ELEVATION B

WINTERSET
SINGLE-FAMILY

UPPER LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

Although all illustrations and specifications are believed correct at the time of publication, the right is reserved to make changes, without notice or obligation. Windows, doors, ceilings, and room sizes may vary depending on the options
and elevations selected. Optional items indicated are available at additional cost. This brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not part of a legal contract. It is recommended that the architectural blueprints be reserved for further
clarification of features. Not all features are shown. Please ask our Sales and Marketing Representative for complete information.
License No. CBC1257565
Elevations shown are artist’s concepts. Floor plans may vary per elevation. Ryan Homes reserves the right to make changes without notice or prior obligation.
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OBRIGADO
Nos colocamos à disposição para esclarecer eventuais dúvidas.

Conheça a Pointon Realty
Baseada em Orlando, a Pointon Realty é formada por
profissionais que se destacam por terem diversas
formações profissionais no Brasil, mas também grande
experiência nos EUA, especialmente Orlando.
Nosso compromisso é um atendimento transparente,
direto e honesto, visando o melhor resultado para
quem nos procura.Fazemos sempre análise do melhor
imóvel, melhor oportunidade para cada necessidade
específica.
O acompanhamento de todo o processo, antes,
durante e após a venda nos permite um
relacionamento honesto e duradouro, sempre nos
certificando do bem estar de nossos clientes.

